DOPPER INSULATED
9

HOURS
HOT

24

HOURS
COLD

bottle

easy to add
ice and fruit

cup

easy to clean

dishwasher safe
(max. 149 °F)

BPA-free

Each Dopper sold helps to reduce plastic pollution and brings clean
drinking water to the places where people need it the most.

Dopper Insulated - Just the better choice!
Others

Dopper

Others claim they are mission based and
support change

Dopper is the fully B Corp Certified, Cradle to
Cradle, and Sustainable Hydration brand. We
not only talk the talk but we walk the walk. We
donate 5% of our top line sales to our own
Dopper Foundation and work to reduce single
use plastic and supply educational programs to
teach others of the problems in our oceans all
over the world

Most SS Bottles have small opening on top
making it difficult to add standard ice cubes
which makes it a hassle to keep your drink
cold for longer

Dopper WIDE opening makes it easy to add ice.
Saving you time and all that agony trying to fit
ice into those other companies small bottle
opening

Easy to add additives

These bottles with small opening make it
almost impossible you to add additives to
give any flavor to your water

Dopper Wide opening allows you to put in as
much as you want into your Dopper to add
flavoring and make your favorite Mocktail!

Easiest to Clean

Small Openings make it NOT easy to clean
which could lead to smells and potential
mold… OH NO!!!

Dopper WIDE opening allows for quick and easy
cleaning – Allowing you the best and cleanest
way to enjoy fresh drink water.

Dishwasher Safe

Most Other Are Not

DOPPER IS!

Topics

Mission

Easiest to add ice

Bottle Construction

Dopper offers you two options.. Enjoy fresh
water
from the opening on top or sit down with
Most offer you only ONE piece which means
a fresh cup of Water, Coffee, Tea, anything...
your only option is to drink from the small
with the included Dopper Insulated Cup
opening

Heavy Design

Many other SS bottle are heavy to carry

Hot and Cold

Many other claim 12 hours hot and 24 hour
cold.

Carrying Option

Design Piece

Dopper is one of the lightest weight SS models
on the marketplace today. Water can be have.
Your bottle shouldn’t be :)

Dopper bottles have been independently tested
and TRULY keep you water cold for 24 hours and
hot for 9…. Not warm like other… REALLY HOT!

Dopper's work the same way as well, but with
Most are designed to fit into you bag or to the additional Carabiner accessory we offer you
be carried from by the top handle
now the ability to connect it to you backpack,
pocketbook, or to any other strap easily.
Most bottles are based only upon
function and capacity

Dopper Bottle offers you this plus a Red Dot
design award and a cap so you can stand you
bottle on it's' head. Be proud of your DOPPER!

